Special Instructions for the 2022 Commercial Baking competition!

Reminder that equipment check in will be during orientation. Bring all equipment to orientation. We will have secure storage. Toolboxes should have no school visible markings. Mark boxes with your contestant number. Do not bring any tools or equipment not listed in the Tech standards or the attached Tool List document.

Uniforms may not have any identifying logos or names. You may put tape over any logos or names.

**NOTE:** We are not requiring food safety manager certifications this year. Please disregard that requirement in the tech standards.

White pants and white shoes are not accepted uniform for the Commercial Baking competition. Pants must be either black or black and white checked; shoes must be black.

We will be piloting taking the written exam before you arrive. Details will be sent to each competitor on how to access the exam.

Please read the contest packet carefully.

We look forward to seeing everyone in Atlanta!